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Greenworks 20-inch 40v twin force cordless lawn mower 25302

I own a small construction company and hire four builders. I go about a lot of equipment, and I enjoy writing reviews. on them. About GreenWorks G-Max 20 Twin Force Cordless MowerWe live in Cincinnati and have an average section. I've owned the G-Max mower for over a year now that our gas-powered lawn mower
finally bit the dust. I must say I was quite reluctant to buy a battery-powered lawn mower as I have owned gas-powered lawn mowers forever. What changed me to a degree was my brother-in-law buying a G-Max a while back and swearing at it. Don't get confused with your regular electric-powered mowers—these 25302
mowers are completely different. What makes this GreenWorks 20 really stand out is that it is powered by two electric motors that power two 10-inch blades. To power them are double 40V lithium batteries. This gives you about an hour runtime. But we bought another high-capacity battery, so we now have a total of two
hours of driving time. Actually, I don't really know why I did it, as my lawn only takes about 45 minutes to mow—must have gotten carried away by the purchase. Anyway, doesn't hurt to have a reserve. My experience with battery powered drills is that the battery only lasts about two years anyway. The beauty of 25302
Twin Force lithium batteries is that there is no memory to worry about, and the charging time is only one hour. The G-Max I've found goes through wet grass nicely and has an excellent single lever height lever providing a range of 1-3/8 to 3 3/8 inch lawn height. It weighs only 45 lbs too—about half of what my old gas
cutter weighed. That means I can hang it on the wall now instead of it taking up valuable floor space. Problems I've had with the G-Max 20 Twin ForceThe company website doesn't have much information about it, and I still can't find an online manual for it. In really thick grass yis, the lawnmower bogs down a bit. It takes
a little maneuvering to get through these areas—and you'll go through some more battery juice doing it—but it's going to get the job done. By saying this, my gas mower struggled even more in very dense grasssurfaces, so in a way this is actually a positive. One of my batteries died after seven months, but GreenWorks
did replace this for a week and under warranty. Throttling: The G-Max 25302 Twin Force detects that it is in long grass, and so to compensate, throttles up. It's a great feature, but the only problem I've found with this is that it takes a few feet long grass before this feature kicks in-so during that time, it tends to die a bit. It
just means you have to go back and mow the little grass strip again. Maybe I'm getting a little picky here. GreenWorks Twin Force Twin Blades.GreenWorks 20 Cordless G-Max Good PointsThe obvious big point is lack of noise. With my gas cutter, I was always conscious when I Neighbors. Now with the Twin Force
mower, I care less. The noise is minimal. It is also very easy to operate in comparison as well. Now with modern lithium battery technology, the dreaded memory is gone. In the past with a lawn mower like this, unless the battery was completely run down, when charging, what they would never charge completely. No
longer the case. Now you can fully charge it, run it down to say halfway, and download it completely again. You can run the lawn mower with a battery installed—or what I do is run it with two. In this way, if you get on juice on a battery, it automatically cuts over to spare parts without stopping. It is lightweight, turns easily,
folds up in a snap, and takes seconds to switch between discharge/collector/mulching. The mulching is great. We have some high oaktrees that release copious amounts of sticks and acorns, and G-Max makes light work of all this. Compared to my old gas cutter, I can now have a conversation with my wife without
raising my voice. There is no smell and vibration of a gas cutter. No longer after an hour you will have swollen hands from the vibration of a gas cutter. I'm happy with my GreenWorks G-Max. Aside from a couple of hiccups, throwing the old gas cutter out the door is a real relief. I bought it through Amazon because they
offered free shipping, and it was much cheaper than the local stores in our area. Plus, it came in less than a week really well packaged and ready to go. Q&amp;AIs this self-propelled? No, it's easy, so not necessary. What is the G-Max warranty period? The mower has a four-year warranty, and the batteries are covered
for two years. Does Amazon ship 25302 with 2 x 4Ah batteries? Yes.Does twin force give a nice even cut, or do you have to cut the same area a couple of times? It gives a very good cut and is good at mulching. How well do 25302 handle small twigs, say 1/8-inch diameter? Not a problem. What is the running time of a
fully charged battery? Depends on how tall and thick your grass is. An average clipping gives you 45-60 minutes of battery life. How long does the battery take to charge? The small battery takes an hour and the big one two hours. Will the mower be fully assembled? Amazon sends it basically assembled. You just have
to put the handle together and charge the battery, and away you go. What size blade does the lawn mower take? Two 10-inch blades. Is the G-Max handle adjustable? It is not adjustable but is foldable for storage. Do you have to remove the batteries in 25302 to charge them? Yes, you do. Does Twin Force come with a
charger? Yes, it does. Can you cut without either the compost attachment or the back bag? You can cut without the bag or compost plug installed. It will just make a bad version of the rumble, and you will have lumps of grass jumping out of the area where the compost plug should be. Is there an indicator on the device
indicating which battery is running which one is is there is not, but there are indicator lights on the batteries. When one battery is, it switches to the other. With the included batteries, you should be able to get a 70 minute runtime. If you buy another high capacity 4Ah battery, up to two hours is possibleWhat is the actual
maximum height setting on this lawn mower? The height setting for this unit is 1 3/4 to 3 3/4. Can you buy a second 4Ah battery for the GreenWorks 25302 G-Max 40V Twin Force 20-inch cordless lawn mower and use two 4Ah batteries in it? Yes, you can buy a separate G-Max 40V 4Ah battery and insert two 4Ah
batteries simultaneously into the mower. The mower only runs one battery at a time. Are this lawn mower batteries good to use on other products, such as the trimmer, blower and edge bumper? Yes, as long as they are all G-MAX. I just bought the batteries with the lawn mower, and I bought the fan, hedge trimmer, and
weed-eater without battery—using those from the lawn mowerDoes this lawn mower have metal blades? G-Max has steel blades. Twin Force 20-inch tires. Take a no obligation look. This article is accurate and true to the best of the author's knowledge. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does
not replace personal or professional advice on business, financial, legal or technical matters. Questions &amp; AnswersQuestion: Is the Greenworks G-Max Mower equipped with a brushless motor? Answer: Yes it's a brushless motorQuestion: Does this charging system have smart charging technology? Answer: Yes,
you can. The charging system has an electronic sensor that will stop charging the battery when it is fully charged. Q: I just bought this Greenworks Twin Force lawn mower, and the first thing I did was recharge the batteries as suggested. When they were fully charged, I installed them in the machine. When I shot it up it
all seemed ok, but a red light comes on for one of the batteries. Is a red light a problem on the Greenworks Twin power mower battery? Answer: Good on you for buying one! Such a big lawn mower. No, the red light is not a problem. It is to tell you that the large battery is in use. When it takes, it will switch to the smaller
battery and the red light will light up to one. When they switch over you can get a feeling like a car changing gear. Question: After a short period of running time, my Greenworks lawn mower turns off and a red flashing light lights up the batteries. What could be the cause? Answer: Check the cable that goes from the
handle to the motor. These could lose. If there is any slack, try to tighten it. You can also have a card somewhere that quickly drains the batteries. Greenworks has a toll-free helpline: 1-888-909-6757, or 1-888-90WORKS. The Cordless Battery Lawn Mower is one of the best selling cordless lawn mowers in the Us, but is
that all it's cracked up to be? The Greenworks is really packed with features you would expect to see in higher end cordless mowers and certainly has the ability to cut a lawn exceeding 1000 meters square (about the size of 4 tennis courts), but it must be compared to the nearest rival, the BLACK + DECKER CM2040
40V Lithium, to assess how good this mower really is. To compare the Greenworks 25302 with other cordless mowers in the higher or lower price range would distort the results, these two mowers are probably the most affordable and best performing 40v cordless mowers on the market today. Below I'll be with details of
all the features and features of the Greenworks 20-Inch 40V Twin, both good and not so good and then compare with the BLACK &amp; DECKER CM2040 40V so you understand exactly what you're getting for your money. Main features:Rating: 9/10Over areas exceeding 10,800 square feet (1/2 acres or less) (1000m²)
in size2 batteries – 1 x 40V, 2Ah and 1 x 4.0Ah Li-on battery (UK version comes with 2 x 40V, 2Ah)Blade length: 20 inches (50 cm)Number of cutting height: 5 – 1.15 inch to 3.5 inch (35mm-85mm)Grass box capacity: 13 Gallon (60 L)Load time: 60 + 120 minutesFree running time: 70 minutesTo give you a visual
representation of Greenworks 20-Inch 40V Twin please watch the video below:&gt;&gt;Check out prices Here&lt;&lt;Kraft SystemLike many cordless lawn mowers, The Greenworks 20-Inch 40V Twin is powered by two Lithium-ion battery (40V) and electric motor which it will charge in around 3 hours. The battery is
removed from the mower for charging and storage. However, there is a downside. Each battery needs to be charged individually because the charger can only charge one battery at a time, it can take up to 3 hours to fully charge, but this will provide a very respectable mowing time of about 70 minutes. In comparison, the
CM2040 40V black+decker that takes 60 minutes for each battery to charge (a total of 120 min) but provides a shorter mowing time of about 40 minutes for both batteries. This of course depends on the condition and length of the lawn. Unlike Greenworks, only one battery can be made active on the mower, with Black
&amp; Decker providing a storage compartment for the other battery, with Greenworks when a battery drains the machine automatically switches over to the other battery. With both mowers, only one battery can be charged at any time. I also found that the charger with Black &amp; Decker will not allow the battery to be
charged immediately after being used and need a longer time (40min) for the battery to cool down, so naked this in mind when comparing charging times. So in conclusion, the Greenworks 20-Inch 40V will provide much longer clipping time than the Black &amp; Decker CM2040 with very little difference in relation to load
time (comparison table below). But by saying that clipping / charging time does not affects you if it is to mow the entire lawn without the rush to recharge the batteries for the next cut. In addition, the power system is completely electric so it produces zero emissions and works extremely quietly. Which is quieter? well there
isn't much between them but would say greenworks 20-inch 40V is slightly quieter than cm2040, but really there's nothing in it that you'd notice. The beauty of these lawn mowers is that you can set out to work whenever you want without it annoying you, your family or your neighbors, and with zero emissions looking after
the environment as well. Model ComparisonMowersGreenworks 20-Inch 40VBLACK+DECKER CM2040Lawn Coverage10,800 square feet (1000m²)10,800 square feet (1000m²)NoiseLevel96 dB101 dB Mod Time70 minutes40 minutes Charging Time60 + 120 minutes = 18060 + 60 minutes = 120Cut width Width20 inch
(50 cm) DualBlade20 inch (50 cm) EDGEMAXWeight42.5 lbs (19..5.5 lbs (19..5 2kgs)55lbs (25kgs)Grass box Capacity13 Gallon (49 L)15 liters (56 L)Cutting heights5 steps – 1.15 inch to 3.5 inch (35mm-8 5mm)6 steps – 1.5 inch to 4 inch (38mm-100mm)Rating9/108/10BladesThe Twin Force G-MAX Lithium-Ion Mower
has a 20 inch cutting width with two blades that do not overlap but come very close together. The double metal mower blades provide the very effective benefits... Having two blades gives a very nice compost cut. Blades of grass are cut less and finer making it easier to absorb into the lawn. The two blades allow for a
wide 20 inch cutting width all the way to the edge of the mower. Metal blades generally carry less fast than plastic blades resulting in you needing to replace the mower blade more often than a lawn mower that uses a metal blade. Metal blades are generally sharper and provide a cleaner mowing to the grass leaf,
resulting in a prettier, prettier and superior finish to your lawn and garden. The metal blades on the Twin Force G-MAX can be sanded when needed unlike plastic blades. This once again put it ahead of the competition and it is good that Greenworks has utilized what is clearly the most efficient cutting system on the
market. So in conclusion, this lawn mower cuts extremely well whether you are collecting clippings or mulching. Everything can't be good? No, it's not. There are a couple of small drawbacks to having the two blades and to some extent this lawn mower puts a slight disadvantage to the Black and Decker CM2040. The
two blades are rotated in different directions so that you do not have the possibility of side charge as you do with the CM2040. You only have 2 options, mulching and rear collector due to the dual blade design, it does not offer the side source charge feature. Since the leaves do not overlap (but come very close) you can
sometimes see it miss the odd blade of grass. This is very picky and will not even be noticed by the majority, but worth a mention. Height adjustmentTo combat the changing and to constantly improve the look of your lawn, you can adjust the height at which the Greenworks 20-Inch 40V Twin Force Cordless Lawnmower
(25302) cuts at. This is done very easily using the large single lever located on the top/side of the mower. The video below shows how easy it is to adjust the height of this lawn mower. It allows you to choose to cut from anywhere between 1.15 inches to 3.5 inches (35mm-85mm) with 5 separate cutting lengths. Just
make sure you don't set it to the shortest setting from when the lawn has significant growth, instead start at a much higher setting and gradually work your way down. This provides the areas of small grass to catch up with the long one, resulting in a more even garden. In addition to being able to sharpen the blades, it is
also possible to buy a replacement blade. Changing the blade is relatively easy for anyone with basic DIY skills and tools. Cut diameter and height mower cut diameter is a very respectable 20 inch (50 cm) and is perfect for you with layered lawns and no narrow strips to navigate, reducing mowing time and giving you



more time to put your feet up to admire you beautiful lawn. Now, compared to the counterparts with smaller widths, this can be a potential drawback; However, it can also be beneficial if it is to be used in a smaller areas and lawns with narrow strips. You may well imagine that for a lawn mower with such a large cutting
width you would have to compromise on having a heavy and hard-to-operate lawn mower, well that's not the case with the Greenworks Twin Force G-MAX. At just 42.5 lbs (19.2kgs) it is one of the lightest mowers in this class and size range and weighs up to 30-40 lbs lighter than a gas/gasoline mower – WOW!. When
you need a lawn mower that is light in weight and will get your lawn mowed in the shortest time possible, this may well be the best option, Greenworks Twin Force G-MAX may be the cordless lawn mower of choice. Grass box capacityA with all major cordless lawn mower grass box will hold much more than it's smaller
counterparts, but 13 Gallon (49 L) is a little smaller than black and decker CM2040 at 15 liters (56 L). 13 Liters will still allow for longer periods of use without having to empty grass clippings as often. The grass box on the Greenworks Twin Force G-MAX is very easy to remove and the grass clipping empty from the box
without obstacles. An airflow tab found on the bag tells you when the bag is full, eliminating any guesses as to when it needs to be emptied. Practical gradesThe light weight, oversized 10 inch wheels and large mowing width make this mower excellent for larger lawns or lawns with slopes or uneven. This really will make
lawn care a lot easier and really do the whole much less dependent on you struggling with a heavy over size gas cutter. As with any cordless lawn lawn not to be tethered by the cord makes it not only easier to mow the lawn, but safer, quieter and more environmentally friendly. Does this make it more convenient that it is
the closest competition? yes, yes I think it does for people with large lawns who need longer running /mowing time. There's also a fold away handle that makes carrying and storing the lawn mower in the garage or shed very easy.&gt;&gt;Check out prices Here&lt;&lt;Safety FeaturesWhat I really like about greenworks
Twin Force G-MAX is the addition of a removable safety key that disables the mower to prevent accidental starting. This is a nice feature that is not found on similar cordless mowers that provide peace of mind around children. The video below shows the security key in action. MulchingAs with almost all Greenworks
electric cord and cordless versions can be mulching. The Greenworks Twin Force G-MAX seems to do this very well because of the double blade that produces a nice and very small compost. What's in the box? Lawn mower itself(1) 4AH Battery, (1) 2AH Battery, and charger (40V)13 Gallon (49 L) Grass BoxMulch
Plug4-year warranty (2 years for batteries)DownsidesThis lawn mower is not self-propelled - but it's really easy enough that it doesn't matter that much. You can only charge one battery at a time, so a second charger may be required if this is a problem for you. This lawn mower can fight in a really dense grassy area. Be
prepared to do more workouts in such a state, however, this is a problem most cordless lawn mower experience. Now the above may sound trivial and common to most cordless mowers but should be considered anyway. They are part of the package and it is better to be aware of them before making a purchase than
after. ConclusionOverall this is a very good lawn mower, I actually rate it higher than the black and Decker CM2040 lawn mower scans due to the fact that it is light weight, portability and good build quality. It also feels more powerful, this is probably due to the built-in auto throttle, which automatically adjusts the power to
the cutting blades so the mower doesn't work harder than it has to do. The extra features of the removable security key are a nice touch but one that you probably never use, except you want features that will help achieve a lovely looking lawn with the least amount of work and effort. Greenworks Twin Force G-MAX is
very adept at cutting different lengths and thickness for such a light cordless mower. It is worth mentioning that by cutting more regularly and avoiding very long or wet grass this should avoid not putting too much load on the battery. Remember to always keep the battery charged and in a dry place over winter. With this
lawn mower you get features that are normally found in expensive gas/gasoline mowers, so this is a very reasonable price of under $300 325 in the United Kingdom). But I think it's better than its nearest Jag gör det! Vid denna prisklass detta verkligen ger stort värde för pengarna och du skulle vara mycket svårt att hitta
en sladdlös klippare som utför detta bra, och har en så bra byggkvalitet för detta pris. För att få ut det bästa av denna gräsklippare måste du klippa din gräsmatta mer regelbundet och inte låta gräset växa för högt eller tätt eftersom det kan kämpa för att klippa mycket tätt gräs, detta är dock vanligt med alla sladdlösa
klippare vid denna prispunkt och specifikation. Sammantaget tycker jag att detta är en fantastisk gräsklippare och jag uppmuntrar alla med en större trädgård att köpa en. Faktum är att jag tycker det är den bästa gräsklipparen på denna nivå kan du få just nu!&gt;&gt;Koll ut priser&lt;Should you= buy= this= model?well=
there= are= a= few= factors= to= consider= first,= whether= or= not= you= purchase= this= model= really= depends= on= your= garden= and= situation.to= give= you= some= guidance= on= which= type= of= customer= would= suit= this= model= best,= below= i’ve= got= a= list= of= the= categories= they= would= fall=
under:their= garden is= less= than= 10,800= square= feet= (½= acre= or= less)= (1000m²)= in= sizelike= the= convenience= of= having= no= power= cord= or= have= limited= or= no= access= to= a= power= source= in= the= garden= but= still= get= up= to= 70= minutes= uninterrupted= mowing= timethose= who=
want= to= mulch= and= cut= grass= with= the= same= mowerneed= a= wide= cutting= deck= (20= inch= (50= cm)= )= to= get= the= lawn= cut= with= fewer= passesthey= don’t= have= narrow= strips= of= grass= less= than 20= inch= ( 50= cm)storage= is= not= limited= as= this= is= a= larger= mowerof= course= this=
is= open= to= interpretation= so= if= you= don’t= fall under= every= single= one then= don’t= worry= i’m= sure= you’ll= still= love= this= product. it= has= loads= of= great= features= that= i’m= sure= you= make= use= of= even= if= you’re= not= its= perfect= customer.=&gt;här &gt;Koll &lt;Frequently asked questions
(FAQ)Below are some questions I get asked about this mower and cordless mowers in general. Please feel free to contact me at mark@easylawnmowing.co.uk if you have any further questions or need some advice. Is this mower self propelled? No – Its lightweight so not necessary. What is the warranty period for the
G-Max? The mower has a four year warranty and the batteries are covered for two years. What batteries come with this mower? It comes with one 2AH and one 4AH USA Version (2x 2AH with the UK Version)Does the Twin Force give a nice even cut or do you have to mow the same area over again? It gives a very
good cut and is great at mulching. What’s the run time on a fully charged battery? Depends on how tall and thick your grass is. An average mow will give you a maximum of 70 minutes battery life. How long does the battery take to charge? The 2AH battery takes an hour and the 4AH two hours. Does the come fully
assembled? Amazon send it almost assembled. You’ve just got to assemble the handle and charge the battery. What size bladed does the mower take? Two 10 inch blades. Is the G-Max handle adjustable? No, not asked= questions= (faq)below= are= some= questions= i= get= asked= about= this= mower= and=
cordless= mowers= in= general.= please= feel= free= to= contact= me= at= mark@easylawnmowing.co.uk= if= you= have= any= further= questions= or= need= some= advice.is= this= mower= self= propelled?no= –= its= lightweight= so= not= necessary.what= is= the= warranty= period= for= the= g-max?the= mower=
has= a= four= year= warranty= and= the= batteries= are= covered= for= two= years.what= batteries= come= with= this= mower?it= comes= with= one= 2ah= and= one= 4ah= usa= version (2x= 2ah= with= the= uk= version)does= the= twin= force= give= a= nice= even= cut= or= do= you= have= to= mow= the= same=
area= over= again?it= gives= a= very= good= cut= and= is= great= at= mulching.what’s= the= run= time= on= a= fully= charged= battery?depends= on= how= tall= and= thick= your= grass= is.= an= average= mow= will= give= you= a= maximum= of= 70= minutes= battery= life.how= long= does= the= battery= take= to=
charge? the= 2ah= battery= takes= an= hour= and= the= 4ah= two= hours.does= the= mower= come= fully= assembled?amazon= send= it= almost= assembled.= you’ve= just= got= to= assemble= the= handle= and= charge= the= battery.what= size= bladed= does= the= mower= take?two= 10= inch= blades.is= the= g-
max= handle= adjustable?no,= not=&gt;&lt;/Frequently asked questions (FAQ)Below are some questions I get asked about this mower and cordless mowers in general. Please feel free to contact me at mark@easylawnmowing.co.uk if you have any further questions or need some advice. Is this mower self propelled? No
– Its lightweight so not necessary. What is the warranty period for the G-Max? The mower has a four year warranty and the batteries are covered for two years. What batteries come with this mower? It comes with one 2AH and one 4AH USA Version (2x 2AH with the UK Version)Does the Twin Force give a nice even cut
or do you have to mow the same area over again? It gives a very good cut and is great at mulching. What’s the run time on a fully charged battery? Depends on how tall and thick your grass is. An average mow will give you a maximum of 70 minutes battery life. How long does the battery take to charge? The 2AH battery
takes an hour and the 4AH two hours. Does the mower come fully assembled? Amazon send it almost assembled. You’ve just got to assemble the handle and charge the battery. What size bladed does the mower take? Two 10 inch blades. Is the G-Max handle adjustable? No, not &gt; ut priser här&lt;/Should&gt;
här&lt;/Should&gt; but it does give way to storage. Do you have to remove the batteries to charge them? Yes, you do. Does Twin Force come with a charger? Yes the charger is delivered. Where should I buy this model? Amazon has the best prices that are hard to match and probably the most reliable delivery system on
the web. Given how valuable this equipment is you want the most for your money and the best service possible to make Amazon the best place to go. Please note that the Greenworks Twin Force G-MAX is only available in the UK with a small small tyre 49cm (19) and comes with 2x 2Ah batteries and chargers. Apart
from this form the specification is the same.&gt;&gt;Check out prices Here&lt;&lt;yditionella SpecificationsWork area10,800 square feet (1000m²)Cutting width20 inches (50 cm)Cutting height step5Cut Height max3.5 inch (85mm)Cutting height min1.15 inch (35 mm)Cutting height adjustmentCentralCollektor volume13
Gallon (49 L)Battery type2 batteries – 1 x 40V, 2Ah and 1 x 4.0Ah Li-on BatteryTypical Charging Time60 + 120 minutesTypical Mowing Time70 minutesVisionEnEj Or left start switchTurned and RightFoldable handleYesBattery power indicatorJasGrass bag filling indicatorJasNoRollerWheel7 inch (17.78cm)Rear wheel10
inch (25.4 cm)Product size HxWxD21 x 22 x 32 inchWeight42 .5 lbs (19.2 kg) Greenworks 20-inch 40V Twin 5Greenworks 20-inch 40V Twin Twin
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